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Warning
This manual has been prepared for law enforcement officers, military officers, and
counterterrorist specialists to assist in the recognition and identification of improvised
explosive devices and booby traps emplaced in and around automobiles .
It is in no way intended to be a training manual for those with illegal intent, nor is it to be
considered a substitute for professional, certified training in military and/or law enforcement
explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) procedures .
Construction of improvised explosive or incendiary devices is highly illegal and extremely
dangerous .The resulting end products are extremely unstable and unpredictable .Whenever
dealing with explosives, special precautions must be followed in accordance with industry
standards for experimentation and production.Failure to strictly follow such industry
standards may result in harm to life and limb.
Therefore, the author, publisher, and distributors of this book disclaim any liability for any
damages or injuries of any type that a reader or user of information contained within this
book may cause or suffer from the use or misuse of said information .it is presented for
academic study only .

Read This before You Go Any Further
This manual has been prepared for police bomb technicians and concerned citizens as a
recognition manual only ! Because of the possibility that this book may fall into the hands of
those with criminal intent, I make this stern warning
building a bomb is a major federal crime ! New antiterrorism laws have been enacted during
the Bush and Clinton administrations specifically designed to deal with persons who build
and deploy bombs .
If you are caught with a bomb or even just the components necessary to build a bomb, you
will be treated like a hard-core terrorist and may very well spend the rest of your life in prison
.
If that doesn’t deter you, then perhaps you should seriously consider the highly unstable and
unpredictable nature of the devices illustrated in this book .in my opinion, anyone foolish
enough to undertake the construction of a bomb deserves what he gets if it blows up in his
face .



Introduction
In order to educate and enlighten peace officers as to the construction and deployment
possibilities of car bombs, I have compiled the material in this book .It has been written for
one purpose :
as an educational manual for those in the law enforcement community, especially police
hazardous devices technicians (aka bomb technicians) .This book is not intended to educate
criminals or provide them with the knowledge or inspiration to construct an actual explosive
device .
Actually, there is nothing in this book that criminals don’t already know .
In order for me to write this book objectively, I wrote it strictly from an "amoral" point of
view, in much the same way as the nineteenth century German philosophers wrote their great
works .I chose not to take the side of good or bad or right or wrong.Through this view, pure
creativity can be unleashed .
This book resulted from my complete absorption with the late John Minnery’s "Auto
Suggestions" in Kill Without joy : The Complete How To Kill Book .If you have not read
that book, you are really missing something .It is available from Paladin Press .it is my wish
that this book take up where the ingenious Mr.Minnery’s left off .
Car bombs have been with us since the gangland slayings of the 1930s, and their use is
growing even today .Yet the technology has come a long way since the days of the gangsters
planting six sticks of dynamite under the hood of the rival gang’s car .An automobile has an
electrical "nervous" system that can be tapped along many points .Only a basic knowledge of
electronics is required to access it .
Also, every automobile contains a bomb built right into it : the gasoline tank .
The bomber only needs to do a bit of rewiring, drop the broken tail lamp, filament intact, into
the gas tank, and, bingo, he has a bomb .When the victim turns on his lights, the filament
flares up and ignites the gasoline vapors, which detonates the tank .
Terrorists have made things even more troublesome for the police bomb technician by not
using any wiring in their bombs .
There is a glue that conducts electricity now on the market .The bomber need only affix the
components to a board and run the glue to the components, thus creating the circuit .When
the device is X-rayed, the bomb technician is unable to pick up the wiring layout .Many
bomb techs don’t even know this glue exists .
While we’re on the subject of new terrorist tricks, here are a couple more that are of extreme
importance to the police bomb technician .Booby-trapped blasting caps are the latest in the
international terrorist’s arsenal .Every bomb technician is advised to "attack the cap" when
encountering a bomb .
Attacking the blasting cap means to cut the wire leads on the cap, thus rendering it inert .
Terrorists are now turning the tables on this technique by placing a hidden microswitch
beneath or to the side of the blasting cap so that when the leads are cut and the cap is pulled
out of the explosive device, the microswitch lever is released and the bomb explodes .
The microswitch is connected to a separate hidden circuit (e.g., in a hollowed-out stick of
dynamite, beneath the device in a hollowed-out base, etc.) .
Another trick now favored by terrorists is the use of light-sensitive devices .The firing circuit
incorporates a light-sensitive photocell .This closes the circuit when exposed to light .this
type  of bomb is commonly found in a briefcase, box, or automobile trunk .



Also of concern is the recent development of a product known as "X-Ray Enhancer Sheet"
used by hospitals .When a sheet of this product is X- rayed, it glows .Thus when a bomber
incorporates it in a light-sensitive bomb, the device cannot be X-rayed .If the police bomb
technician X-rays the package to learn its contents, the enhancer sheet picks up the X-ray
waves and the sheet glows .The light sensitive photocell receives the light, and the bomb
explodes .
Beware of the above two products .They could drastically change the way bomb technicians
disarm suspected explosive devices .
If you are a law enforcement officer, I hope you learn something new here .If you learn
nothing else, just remember to keep your patrol car locked and your guard up on the home
front .



Detecting and Responding to a car bomb .
The following procedures are recommended as a general outline that may be followed in the
event of a suspected car bomb .Many techniques outlined here are of the author’s own
invention .Note that the author is not a certified bomb technician and that the information
given hereafter could potentially cause harm or death to those using the information.
It is offered to certified police bomb technicians to provide possible new or improved options
for dealing with car bombs .
"Prevention and awareness" is the best advice for those who think they could be the target of
a car bomber .in this business, there is no such thing as being too paranoid .Simply becoming
aware can have a profound effect and possibly even deter an assassin and save your life .
Always think from the criminal’s point of view .if you were the bomber, how and when
would you hook up the bomb ? Turn things over and over in your mind :
How would I do it ? Who are my enemies ? Where do I park my car ?
A bomb technician once told me, "Your worst enemy is almost always a friend" .And the
people closest to you know your habits .
In the event a suspected car bomb is discovered, the hazardous devices technicians should be
summoned at once.Normally, a uniformed officer arrives on the scene after the 911 call .He
should not approach the targeted vehicle but should focus his efforts on evacuating the entire
area .No one should be near doors or windows-if the device explodes, the shock wave could
shatter glass for hundreds of yards, causing instant shrapnel .A rule of thumb is :  if you can
see anyone, he is too close .
The officer who arrives on the scene should close off the area in the safest possible manner,
being careful not to get too elose to the suspected ear .He should summon additional
manpower to close off all streets leading to the car .All police radio traffic must be done as
far away as possible from the suspected ear, because electric blasting caps can be detonated
by radio frequency alone (the leg wires act as antenna) .
Keep in mind that the bomber may be watching the entire procedure from a nearby vantage
point such as a rooftop .He may be waiting for officers to get close to the car before
detonating the bomb via remote eontrol .
Any burglar or car alarm can be used to fire a bomb simply by substituting the horn or beeper
for the electrie blasting cap or improvised detonator .This is why I advise you not to approach
the vehicle, since such an action could fire the bomb .
Likewise, many devices could act as proximity sensors to fire a bomb .
A metal detector pointing away from the metal car could keep officers at bay .Even if the
bomb technician approached it in nothing but his shorts, the metal detector could be made
sensitive enough to pick up the metal fillings in his teeth .I know this sounds far-fetched, but
anyone with a rudimentary knowledge of basic electronics could conceivably construct it
...and so much more .
When the police bomb technicians arrive on the scene, they should best decide how to attack
the suspected vehicle .The vehicle should be viewed through high-powered binoculars or,
even better, a spotter’s scope or telescope .



The public should never be allowed to watch the bomb squad at work or learn the techniques
employed to render a device safe .Why ? Because the bomber himself may be in the crowd
watching and learning how to circumvent the render-safe procedures employed by the
technicians .
Looking through the spotter’s scope, the bomb technician is looking for anything out of the
norm, such as visible wiring protruding through the vehicle, an open trunk, hood, door, etc
.But beware : a visible bomb may only be bait for a second device triggered by other means .
After the suspected car has been viewed from a distance, the decision must be made to
approach the vehicle .if your department is lucky enough to have a robot equipped for this,
you are at an advantage .if not, then you should consider calling a neighboring department
that does .
A poor man’s robot could be constructed from a toy remote-control car and a citizen’s band
radio equipped with a strong linear amplifier .The CB is strapped to the toy car .The car
approaches the suspected vehicle and touches it .
If it does not explode, the CB mic is keyed (also via remote control) .The linear amp puts out
an extremely high level of wattage .This should detonate any electric blasting cap used in the
bomb .The toy car must be able to  receive its signals from the bomb technician from several
hundred feet away .
From this point, the car could be approached by the bomb technician .He should be in a full
bomb-resistant suit and shield .This must be done with extreme caution .He should look all
around the vehicle for wiring as well as underneath it .Some bomb techs use a mirror first,
which is a good idea .
Always consider the possibility of simply letting the car blow up .You never see firemen
rushing into a burning building unless they are positive they can win the battle .Your job is to
protect human life at all costs, including your own .
Property can be replaced-people cannot .
Frequently, the news tells of a car full of explosives being placed along the road where the
target habitually drives .
The bomb is detonated when the target drives by .These devices can be placed in many
locations along the route and are extremely hard to detect ahead of time .
When a VIP travels through a city, security personnel arrive ahead of time to minimize these
risks .This usually entails removing mailboxes, welding shut manhole covers, and towing
away abandoned vehicles .
So what does the future hold ? Terrorists, many of whom employ electrical and chemical
engineers, will almost certainly keep abreast of advances in microcircuitry, impossible-to-
detect liquid explosives, biological and nuclear possibilities, etc .The bomb technician would
be wise to keep up with these advances also .
Once again, the author makes no claims of authority nor has the proper credentials or training
to give up-to-date training or information on explosive ordnance recognition or disposal .The
information in this book is presented for academic study only !
END OF CAR BOMB RECOGNITION GUIDE BOOK (TEXT) .
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